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coordination chemistry that results in
metal–phenolic
networks
(MPNs).[10]
These amorphous, surface-confined MPN
films have potential for a range of applications, including drug delivery, bioimaging, separations, and catalysis.[10–13]
This research field is still in its infancy
and previous studies have mainly focused
on designing MPN systems with different
metal–phenolic combinations or exploring
their potential applications. In contrast,
less attention has been given to the development of new synthetic strategies.[14–18]
The original synthetic method for MPN
formation—mixing solutions of phenolic
ligands and metal ions in the presence of
solid substrates—is inherently limited by
the apparent discrete nature of the selfassembly process. Film growth occurs
rapidly (<1 min) and film thickness is of
the order of 10 nm, irrespective of the type of metal, ligand,
or assembly conditions used.[10–12] Hence, novel synthetic
approaches that enable the continuous assembly of MPNs—
that are fundamentally different to discrete assembly—may
afford MPN systems with processing flexibility, tunable properties, and expand our current understanding of such metal–
ligand molecular interactions.
Herein, we introduce a strategy using rusted iron objects
(e.g., rusted nails) as solid-state iron sources for the fabrication of MPNs. Using this approach, we demonstrate that the
assembly process for MPNs can be modulated from discrete
to continuous. The reaction between gallic acid (GA) (a naturally abundant phenolic compound) solution and a rusted iron
nail generates chelate complexes in solution (via etching of the
rust layer) which self-assemble and grow stable networks on
particulate substrates dispersed in the system. In contrast to
previous studies, this continuous assembly process enables the
film thickness to be controlled as a function of time. This study
provides insight into the interfacial chemistry of metal–phenolic complexes while also demonstrating a new concept in the
emerging research area at the interface of materials science and
green chemistry: the preparation of advanced materials with tailored properties using waste products (e.g., rusted objects).[19]
The experimental setup used in this study is presented in
Figure 1a–i. A rusted nail (Figure 1a and Figure S1, Supporting
Information) was immersed in GA (Figure 1b) solution containing particulate substrates (polystyrene (PS)), as shown in
Figure 1c–e. The GA/PS dispersion turned increasingly dark

The use of natural compounds for preparing hybrid molecular films—such as
surface coatings made from metal–phenolic networks (MPNs)—is of interest
in areas ranging from catalysis and separations to biomedicine. However, to
date, the film growth of MPNs has been observed to proceed in discrete steps
(≈10 nm per step) where the coordination-driven interfacial assembly ceases
beyond a finite time (≈1 min). Here, it is demonstrated that the assembly
process for MPNs can be modulated from discrete to continuous by utilizing
solid-state reactants (i.e., rusted iron objects). Gallic acid etches iron from
rust and produces chelate complexes in solution that continuously assemble
at the interface of solid substrates dispersed in the system. The result is
stable, continuous growth of MPN films. The presented double dynamic
process—that is, etching and self-assembly—provides new insights into the
chemistry of MPN assembly while enabling control over the MPN film thickness by simply varying the reaction time.

Innovative synthetic methods in materials science expand
the limits of functional systems by generating new insights
and refining existing knowledge, and can often lead to new
materials or properties difficult to obtain otherwise.[1–7] These
developments can significantly impact the technological transformation and future directions of research fields.[2,4,8] Examples include advances in synthetic strategies in the fields of:
i) metal–organic frameworks, for example, from solvothermal
to spray drying methods, and ii) surface engineering through
layer-by-layer assembly, for example, from immersion assembly
to electrophoretic assembly methods.[2,8,9]
Recently, we demonstrated a one-step, interfacial assembly
method for hybrid film formation utilizing metal–phenolic
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Figure 1. a) Photographs of randomly arranged rusted and nonrusted iron nails. b) Structural representation of GA (rusted and nonrusted iron nails
are used to represent bonds). c–i) Photographs of the continuous assembly process in sequence. j) Etching kinetics as monitored by UV–vis absorption
spectroscopy (LMCT band). k,l) Photographs showing the coating on particulate PS substrates after washing and pelleting through centrifugation (k),
and freestanding capsules (concentrated dispersion) obtained after substrate removal and redispersion in water (l). m) UV–vis absorption spectrum
of the GA/R-FeIII system showing the LMCT band. n) RR spectrum showing the different coordination modes in the GA/R-FeIII system. o) DIC image
of GA/R-FeIII capsules showing the monodisperse capsules. p,q) Surface morphologies of the GA/R-FeIII capsules as observed by AFM (p) and TEM
(q). r) XPS core-level spectrum showing the presence of FeIII in GA/R-FeIII capsules.

(blue-black) over time (Figure 1f–i), suggesting progressive
etching of iron ions from the rust layer via chelation by GA. The
chelate complexes thus generated were able to self-assemble
and form MPN films on the solid substrates (see below).
Note that “rust” is a commonly used term in corrosion science
and is characterized by the presence of iron(III) oxyhydroxide
phases (e.g., lepidocrocite and akaganeite).[20–22] We use “rust”
to refer to these types of phases and to distinguish from “iron
oxide” due to the specificity of the phenolic etching toward the
oxyhydroxide phases of rust (see below).
The etching process (without adding the solid substrates) of
a rusted nail was first monitored by UV–vis absorption spectroscopy. The characteristic ligand-to-metal charge transfer
(LMCT) band of GA/iron(III) (GA/FeIII) complexes appeared
at ≈565 nm,[11,23] the intensity of which continued to increase
as a function of time (Figure S2, Supporting Information) and
was observed to saturate around 4 h (Figure 1j). Based on this
observation, we investigated the continuous assembly process
for film formation within this time range. X-ray photoelectron
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spectroscopy (XPS) analysis on the rust (Figure S3, Supporting
Information) revealed an oxidation state of III for iron[11] and no
other metals were detected. X-ray diffraction (XRD) (Figure S4,
Supporting Information) performed on the rust detected a crystalline phase of β-FeO(OH) (akaganeite).[24] These results suggest the etching process was initiated by GA coordinating FeIII
ions from the rust layer. Etching tests performed for pure iron
and iron(III) oxide (Fe2O3) in GA solution were not successful
(Figure S5, Supporting Information), suggesting the specific
nature of the etching process toward iron(III) oxyhydroxide
phases present in rust.
The films and capsules obtained after 1.5 or 2 h of immersion of the rusted nail in the GA/PS dispersion were extensively
characterized. We denote these films as GA/R-FeIII (where
R-FeIII stands for iron(III) ions sourced from rust). The GA/RFeIII coatings can be visualized by the dark coloration of the PS
particles and through the formation of freestanding capsules
after dissolving the template PS particles (Figure 1k,l). UV–vis
absorption spectra of the GA/R-FeIII system (Figure 1m) showed
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the LMCT band at ≈565 nm, suggesting a bis-type coordination
mode dominant in the film structures.[11,23] The metal–ligand
interactions in GA/R-FeIII films were further probed by resonance Raman (RR) spectroscopy (Figure 1n). The RR spectrum
revealed bands in the high-frequency region around 1470, 1320,
and 1230 cm−1, which can be attributed to the skeletal modes of
a substituted benzene ring.[11,25,26] Bands in the low-frequency
region of 650–400 cm−1 can be attributed to the FeO vibration
(νFeO) due to galloyl–FeIII interactions.[11,25] In addition, bands
at 1578 and 1430 cm−1 arising from asymmetric and symmetric
stretching of the carboxylate (COO) group (νas and νs, respectively), can be assigned to (COO)/FeIII interactions.[27] The difference (Δs-as) between these two bands (νas and νs) is 148 cm−1,
suggesting a type-III bridging mode (Figure S6, Supporting
Information) of (COO)/FeIII.[25,27] XRD analysis (Figure S7,
Supporting Information) confirmed the amorphous phase of
the GA/R-FeIII system that is indicative of a self-assembly process via kinetic trapping, as described previously.[11]
Differential interference contrast (DIC) microscopy images
of the GA/R-FeIII system showed stable and monodisperse capsules (Figure 1o). The dried GA/R-FeIII capsules (1.5 h) revealed
surface morphologies (folds and creases) typical of collapsed
capsules (Figure 1 p), as investigated by atomic force micro
scopy (AFM).[10] Analyzing the AFM height profiles, the shell
thickness of the capsules was found to be ≈5 nm (Figure S8,
Supporting Information) with a root-mean-square (rms) roughness value of ≈0.8 nm. To our knowledge, this is the thinnest
of all MPN capsule systems reported so far.[10–12,18] Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of the capsules showed
similar surface features as those observed by AFM (Figure 1q).
XPS data for GA/R-FeIII capsules showed the Fe 2p3/2 signal
at ≈712 eV with a 2p peak separation of ≈14 eV (Figure 1r).
This result confirmed the higher oxidation state (III) of iron
as the dominant species in the films.[11] Based on the results
above, it can be suggested that the structural compositions of
GA/R-FeIII (a possible network structure of GA/R-FeIII is shown
in Scheme 1) and GA/FeIII (solution based, no solid-state iron
source)[11] are qualitatively similar, except that the latter contains both mono and polymeric Fe species in its coordinated
network structure, as discussed below.
The current strategy possesses several fundamental
differences when compared to the conventional (solution-based)
MPN synthesis[10,11] (Scheme 1), such as: i) introduction
of solid-state reactants (rusted iron objects/nails) instead
of iron salt solutions (Scheme 1a,h); ii) the absence of
counter ions from metal salts (e.g., Cl− from FeCl3 ⋅ 6H2O)
(Scheme 1f,m);[10,11] iii) the absence of polymeric (i.e., µ-oxo
bridged) Fe species (due to hydrolysis of iron salts in aqueous
media) in solution (Scheme 1f,m) and the resulting networks
(compare Scheme 1g,n, µ-oxo bridging is indicated by green
bonds),[28,29] since Fe ions from rust (note that rust is insoluble
in water) are etched (transferred into solution) through complexation with GA; iv) the presence of a time-dependent
double-dynamic process: that is, etching and self-assembly
(Scheme 1b–e,i–l); v) the continuous nature of the self-assembly
process (Scheme 1a–e,h–l) as opposed to the discrete nature
of that in the solution-based self-assembly process; vi) timedependent control over the film thickness (Scheme 1b–e,i–l);
and vii) utilization of waste corrosion products as reactants.
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We hypothesize that the continuous generation of the complexes (GA/FeIII)—enabled by the rust source—and the continuous supply of these complexes to the template interface
is essential for modulating the fundamental nature of the
assembly (i.e., from discrete to continuous). In our current
approach, this is achieved by the continuous etching of Fe
from the rust layer by GA. Moreover, the low ionic strength
(considering the counter ions and various ionic species present
in the conventional synthesis, compare panels (f) and (m) in
Scheme 1) of this system may also facilitate the observed continuous growth of the films. However, additional studies are
required to fully elucidate the underlying mechanism of the
assembly process.
The continuous nature of the self-assembly process presented here is evident from the time-dependent thickness
growth of the MPN films. As presented in Figure 2a–e, the
GA/R-FeIII capsule shells were found to grow thicker over time.
Capsules with a shell thickness ranging from ≈5 nm (Figure 2a;
capsules with thicknesses of <5 nm were not stable during template removal) to ≈70 nm (Figure 2e and Figure S9, Supporting
Information) could be obtained with the different conditions
investigated herein (see the Supporting Information). This can
be compared to the ≈10 nm that is obtained using the conventional (i.e., no solid-state iron source) assembly method.[10] To
further investigate the effect of reaction time on film thickness
at shorter time scales, we took samples between 1.5 and 4 h
with a frequency of 15 min over the first 3 h (Figure 1f–i). As
evidenced by Figure 2a–d and Figure S10 (Supporting Information), the film thickness in this case could be tuned from ≈5 to
≈31 nm with a growth rate of ≈0.16 nm min−1. The roughness
differences among the GA/R-FeIII capsules with different
thicknesses were negligible (all showed rms roughness values
≈0.8–1.3 nm, as measured by AFM). In agreement with the
AFM analyses above, the color and LMCT bands of the capsules
with increasing thicknesses intensified over time (Figure 2f).
We also investigated the disassembly and mechanical
properties of the GA/R-FeIII capsules with different thicknesses
(≈10, 20, and 30 nm). Disassembly (in terms of film composition) of GA/R-FeIII capsules dispersed in buffer solutions of
pH 2 was monitored by following the decrease in the LMCT
band intensity over time (Figure 2g). Differences in the disassembly kinetics were observed; for example, 50% disassembly
occurred at 3, 5, and 7 min for the capsules with thicknesses
of ≈10, ≈20, and ≈30 nm, respectively (Figure 2g). In comparison, 50% disassembly of GA/FeIII capsules (prepared via conventional solution-based assembly) with thickness of ≈10 nm,
occurred at 4 min under identical disassembly conditions as
above (Figure S11, Supporting Information).
The mechanical properties of the capsules were examined
by colloidal-probe AFM force measurements. The stiffness of
the capsules was observed to increase with increasing shell
thickness, as shown by the representative force–deformation
curves (Figure 2h):[30] the stiffnesses, determined from
the slope of the curves, were found to be 56 ± 11, 166 ± 17,
and 470 ± 59 mN m−1 for the ≈10, ≈20, and ≈30 nm thick
GA/R-FeIII capsules, respectively (Figure S12, Supporting Information). For the GA/R-FeIII capsules of ≈10 nm thickness, the
Young’s modulus (EY) was estimated to be 334 ± 63 MPa. This
demonstrates that GA/R-FeIII capsules, of similar thickness,
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Scheme 1. Comparison of the conventional (iron source in solution) and continuous (solid-state iron source) assembly processes. a–e) Conventional
assembly process, where the assembly ceases after ≈1 min and film thickness does not increase beyond that time; f,g) various complex species at the
interface and in the bulk (f), and the possible molecular structure of the resulting networks (g). h–l) Continuous assembly process, where the assembly
and film thickness continues to grow as a function of time; m,n) various complex species at the interface and in the bulk (m), and the possible molecular
structure of the resulting networks (n). Note that the apparent porous structures in the illustrations of the capsules (e) and (l) refer to the coordination
networks (connected hexagons) at the molecular level.

are considerably less stiff than the analogous GA/FeIII capsules
prepared using conventional (i.e., no solid-state iron source)
assembly (EY of 620 ± 200 MPa).[11]
Finally, we investigated the versatility and general applicability of the current strategy. First, we replaced GA with
another phenolic ligand, tannic acid (TA) (a natural polyphenol,
Figure 3a), and the TA/R-FeIII system also successfully formed
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capsules (Figure 3b,c). UV–vis absorption spectra for the TA
and TA/R-FeIII capsule suspension (showing the LMCT band
at ≈570 nm) are shown in Figure 3d. Continuous assembly
over time for this system is demonstrated in Figure S13 (Supporting Information). Next, iron objects rusted outdoor (due
to natural weathering, Figure 3e) were collected and tested as
solid-state iron sources for GA/R-FeIII coating. Capsules could
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Figure 2. a–c) AFM topographies of the GA/R-FeIII capsules with increasing thickness over time and d) the corresponding height-analysis results.
e) TEM microscopy image of capsules with a shell thickness of around 70 nm (as determined using AFM). With the thicker MPN coatings, core removal
became increasingly difficult, inducing large pores in the films and the collapsed, dried capsules appeared rougher by TEM. f) UV–vis absorption
spectra and photograph (inset) of the corresponding capsule dispersions in water. g) Disassembly profiles of the GA/R-FeIII capsules with increasing
shell thickness. h) Representative force–deformation curves for the small deformation regime of GA/R-FeIII capsules with increasing shell thickness
(green, purple, and red circles for ≈10, ≈20, and ≈30 nm, respectively). Glass (black circles) was included as a control.

be assembled in each case, as demonstrated by DIC imaging
(Figure 3f and Figure S14, Supporting Information), and UV–
vis absorption (Figure S15, Supporting Information). TEM
and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) analyses were

used to further characterize the resulting GA/R-FeIII capsules
(Figure 3g,h and Figure S16, Supporting Information).
In summary, we have presented a versatile approach to fabricate MPN films via a continuous assembly process using

Figure 3. a) Structure of TA. b) DIC and c) TEM images of TA/R-FeIII capsules. d) UV–vis absorption spectra of TA and the corresponding capsules
showing the LMCT band. e–h) Collected iron objects rusted due to natural weathering and their use as iron source for GA/R-FeIII coating (e), as shown
by DIC (f), TEM (g), and EDX (h) analysis.
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rust as a solid-state iron source. A pertinent feature of the
current approach is that it enables for the thickness of MPN
films to be controlled by adjusting the reaction time. In addition, this method may also improve the ease and scalability
of the process, as continuous processes are typically preferred
industrially.[2] The double dynamic process (etching of a solidstate iron source followed by interfacial self-assembly of metal–
phenolic complexes onto colloidal substrates) presented herein
provides new insights into the nature of metal–phenolic interfacial assembly, while demonstrating a continuous method for
the assembly of metal–phenolic films with controlled thickness.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or
from the author.
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